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Fun-filled dot-to-dot puzzles help reinforce letters and ABC order. School Zone s Get Ready!

workbooks focus on essential preschool and kindergarten skills. Colorful, humorous illustrations

motivate children to keep exploring. In this ABC Dot-to-Dot workbook, 32 pages of puzzles help

children practice alphabetical order while they discover pictures related to the seasons. Once they

connect the dots correctly kids can reward themselves by coloring in the picture they helped create.

Plus, dot-to-dots improve children s fine motor skills and eye-hand coordination. With a pencil or

crayons, and perhaps just a bit of coaching from you, your child will practice important skills and

exercise imagination.
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My kids loved these. The patterns start out simple then advance to use more alphabet letters in the

later part of the book. I would buy this again. To get more use, I put some on a sheet protector and

gave the kids a dry erase marker. However, they wanted to write directly on the sheet after getting

the hang of it.

The book is ok, not a lot of variety in the letters and not very many letters used passed the middle of

the alphabet. Wish it had more variety,



My 5 year old likes these books. Nice colorful pages and he likes the designs. Good practice for

learning and remembering alphabet order. I like this brand a lot. Have ordered many books from this

series.

My 4 year old daughter really enjoyed this work book. This is a great way to learn ABC's by sight,

not just reciting them. I would recommend this book for children who enjoy paperwork or for a " keep

busy" activity when traveling.

My daughter loves these dot-to-dots. They are durable and compact to travel easily. We take them

with us everywhere. And she is never upset or complaining that she has nothing fun to do, even

while stuck in meetings with me. Thanks!

My grand kids love dot to dot books. It opens discussion on educational learning styles. I would

recommend this item to friends and family

These books are very helpful for little ones who are learning to put numbers and letters in order. It is

fun for them at the same time!

I purchased this for my grandson. He is learning his alphabets, and he loves to color. This helps in

his learning and coloring.
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